KEYWORTH NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
A PROPOSAL FOR LAND AT DEBDALE LANE
Bloor Homes believes that Land at Debdale Lane provides an opportunity to deliver a high-quality new
development in Keyworth, in a way which is sympathetic in scale and appearance, and which would
integrate successfully with the existing community.
WOODLAND PLANTING AND LANDSCAPING

Bloor Homes’ vision is to strike an appropriate balance between
delivering new homes, protecting amenity and the character of
the area, and providing new landscapes and open spaces. We
want to provide public open space and footpath links which
integrates with the existing village which new and current
residents can enjoy, as well as providing high-quality, attractive
new homes.
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Based on our work to date, the Debdale Lane site could accommodate around 50
homes and provide significant new open space. Our emerging proposal is that this
site be developed to provide:
• A sensitive approach to landscaping, reinforcing and enhancing existing planting
along the ridgelines and site boundaries to limit the impact on surrounding properties,
and views of the site;

PERIMETER PATH AND RECREATION OPPORTUNITIES

• A generous approach to open space, providing a new landscaped western edge to
Keyworth, with new and connected local open spaces;
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• Landscaped drainage features providing new wetland habitats as part of a potential
local ‘nature area’ on-site;
• Attractive and enhanced space around dwellings, enabled by a relatively low density
of development appropriate to a village location, and in-keeping with the existing,
established residential areas nearby;
• Extending and enhancing the network of footpaths and cycle links to connect the
proposed open spaces with existing community areas and facilities.
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Provide new vehicular and pedestrian access from Debdale Lane

2 Create wetland habitat at base of slope incorporating public access
to open space and drainage features
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3 Buildings set back from higher ground and ridgeline on site to limit
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the visual impact in views from the north
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4 Existing trees and planting retained as features within the development
where possible
5 Less dense and looser arrangement of housing facing outwards
towards countryside edge
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6 Woodland planting along northern boundary provides a landscape
feature, additional wildlife and a high-quality, attractive environment,
as well as screening for the proposed development
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7 Generous offset (e.g. longer back gardens) and control of building
heights alongside existing settlement edge, particularly where adjacent
to existing bungalows
8 Perimeter footpath provides local access, recreational and amenity
benefits

ILLUSTRATIVE PLAN OF THE DEBDALE LANE SITE
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The site is approximately 1 km from ‘The Square’ at the
heart of Keyworth village which accommodates many
key services and shops, including the Medical Centre.
However, there is also a local supermarket, a local pub,
and other local retail facilities approximately 450 metres
from the site on Nottingham Road and Debdale Lane.

LEGEND
Site boundary
Main road links
Primary / Nursery school
Education
Leisure facility
High street
Food retail

The site is approximately 1km from the South Wolds
Secondary School and Keyworth Leisure Centre, 1km
from Crossdale Primary School, and 700m from Keyworth
Primary and Nursery School.

Employment Sites
Health
Residential boundary
Local centres
Church
Bus stops
Keyworth connection - Trent Barton

Opportunities exist for new footpath and cycle links
within and to the site, linking with the existing network
of routes. There is also the potential to link footpaths
with new circular walks proposed as part of the proposed
development site north of Bunny Lane which lies to the
south of this site on Debdale Lane.

53 - Premier Travel
S3 - Premier Travel
63 - Premier Travel (limited service)
63 - Premier Travel

Our approach to the design and appearance of the
development would be sensitive to the local area and
this, coupled with proximity to existing facilities, would
assist integration with the existing village.

DEVELOPMENT CAPACITY AND DESIGN
Although it could accommodate more, our proposals are for the site to provide around 50 new homes.
These could include a range of house types, including bungalows, and a range of family houses.
This would be based on a fairly traditional approach, with front gardens and off-street parking consistent with the character and appearance of the existing streets
around and close to the site. As set out here, our emerging ideas for this site are that new housing would be provided with integrated landscaping and green open
spaces, and with a sensitive approach to the site boundaries where they relate to existing homes, or the countryside beyond.
We are at an early stage in bringing this site forward for development, and our initial illustrative design work is indicated above and below. Bloor Homes are keen to
understand and respond to local suggestions and ideas, and to actively engage with the Neighbourhood Plan process in further exploring the potential of this site
to make an attractive and beneficial contribution to Keyworth’s future growth.
PROPOSED FRONTAGE TREATMENT

RELATIONSHIP WITH EXISTING SETTLEMENT
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SUSTAINABLE DRAINAGE AND HABITAT CREATION
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Deeper back gardens and controlled height of buildings (including
bungalows) along edge with existing properties
2 Create open space focus around main entrance, with buildings
arranged to provide frontage and softened by tree planting around
the edges
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SENSITIVE HOUSING LAYOUT AND DESIGN

3 Possible incorporation of drainage and wetland features into focal

open space
4 Improvement of Debdale Lane entrance to allow access into the
proposed development
5 Retention of existing vegetation along the edges of the site, where
possible
6 Retained lane to allow access to pumping station and countryside
beyond, with potential links to the Bunny Lane site
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